We have a Military-Industrial driven economy--The only way that this business model works is
that the country must be in a continual state of foreign conflict or providing assistance to failed
states--We are now the third most populous nation in the world right behind China and India-We have exported all our domestic industry to foreign shores and what we have is an ever
increasing percentage of under and unemployed because we now have more people than we
have full time jobs--As immigration increases and technology advances, this situation will only
get worse--More and more people chasing fewer and fewer jobs

This is very POTENT !
I'M so glad someone had the
GUTS to send this out !
We're broke ASS AMERICAN'S!!
We're "broke" & can't help our
own Seniors, Veterans, Orphans,
Homeless etc...........
We allow illegal aliens to enter our
country, have babies that we
provide FREE housing, medical

care, food stamps, welfare,
education that cost us broke ass
Americans 22 BILLION a
year...not to mention the thousands
of Americans that have been
victims of crimes and DUI's.
In the recent past we have provided
aid to Haiti, Chile, and Turkey.
Our retired seniors living on a
'fixed income' receive no aid or
get any breaks while our
government and religious
organizations pour
Hundreds of Millions of $$$$$'s
and Tons of Food into Foreign
Countries!

We have hundreds of adoptable
children who are shoved aside to
make room for the adoption of
foreign orphans.
USA, a country where we have
homeless without shelter, children
going to bed hungry,
elderly going without 'needed'
meds, and mentally ill without
treatment - etc,etc...

YET...................
They have a 'Benefit' for the
people of Haiti on 12 TV stations,
ships and planes lining up with
food, water, tents clothes, bedding,
doctors and medical supplies.

Imagine if the *GOVERNMENT*
gave 'us' the same support they
give to other countries.
And don't forget our new Health
Care Law mandates that we all pay
into it or pay a fine, or go to Jail if
we don't. Yet Illegal Mexicans and
Arabs still get free Health Care in
our country at our expense! It is
written in the bill that way!
Sad isn't it?
99% of people won't have the guts
to forward this.
I Just Did!

